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SETTING OUT THE ROOF
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from eaves to ridge

PURLINS: the horizontal
bars on the roof to which
the sheets are fixed. 

RAILS: the horizontal
bars on the wall to which
the sheets are fixed.

Laying the sheets
Roof sheeting should commence from one end of the building 
at eaves level, rising in vertical tiers, one sheet wide, from 
eaves to ridge. Where cranked crown sheets are used, it is 
especially important that the slopes are accurately aligned 
with each other. Vertical sheeting should also be fixed in tiers, 
one sheet wide, from the lowest level of the profiled sheeting.

The end laps of each row of sheets should form a continuous 
straight line from gable to gable and must not be staggered. 
Similarly, the side laps should be aligned from eaves to ridge.

Checking the structure
Before sheeting is commenced, the structure should be 
checked to ensure that all purlins and rails are in a true plane, 
correctly spaced and securely fixed and adequately restrained.

Setting out plan
Typical double slope roof is shown below with two piece 
adjustable close fitting ridge and Profile 6 sheets.

Note: For typical mitring detail with 150mm end lap, see following page.
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MITRING

General guidance
To avoid four thicknesses of sheeting at the junctions of side 
and end laps, it is necessary for two of the sheets at each 
junction to be mitred at the corners so that they lie in the same 
plane.

Mitres on Profile 6 and 3 sheets should be cut from a point 
150mm up the vertical edge from the corner (or the amount of 
the end lap) to a point 70mm (131.2mm for Profile 3) along the 
horizontal edge, i.e., the width of the side lap by the length of 
the end lap.

Ideally, the gap between mitres should be a minimum of 3mm 
to a maximum of 6mm. Box mitres should be avoided. The 
mitred joint is covered top and bottom by the other two sheets, 
and is thus weatherproof and unseen (see typical mitring 
details below.)

Note: Mitres must not be cut in situ.

Mitring layouts
The procedure for mitring the sheets for single and double 
slope roofs is indicated on the mitre plans below (Figs.1-3).

On double slope roofs with two piece adjustable close fitting 
ridges or cranked crown ridges, one slope must be laid left to 
right and the other right to left.

When cranked crown ridge pieces are used, both top courses 
of roofing sheets and the cranked crowns should be mitred.

When using two piece ridges, the top courses of sheets and 
the ridges should not be mitred.

Note: All mass-produced building products are allowed certain dimensional tolerances. This 
applies to both profiled fibre cement sheets and steelwork. Because of these permitted 
variations in dimensions, regular checks should be carried out on measurements at mitres, 
and adjustments made as and when necessary. 

Fig. 2 Mitring plan – single slope roof
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Fig. 3 Mitring plan – double slope roof
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Fig.1a Mitring detail – Profile 6 Fig.1b Mitring detail – Profile 3
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Fig. 5 Typical fixing details

 150mm min.  

  50mm min.  

Fig. 4 Checking the topfix fasteners for tightness

General guidance
All sheets must be fixed in accordance with the 
recommendations of BS 8219.

Profiled sheeting should always be fixed with 2 fasteners per 
sheet per purlin. 

The selection of the correct sheet fastener is extremely 
important. The integrity of the roof covering, type of purlin or 
rail system, and weatherproofing with washers and caps all 
must be considered to avoid premature failure, corrosion or a 
leaking roof.

Topfix fasteners
Self-drilling, self-tapping ‘topfix’ fasteners are generally used 
to fix Profile 6 sheets to the purlins (Fig. 4). These fasteners 
drill through the Profile 6 sheet, creating a 2mm oversize hole 
and self tap into the purlin. It is important that the fasteners 
are installed using the correct power tools, which should have 
an adjustable depth setting device to ensure the washers are 
seated correctly. The fasteners typically have different drill 
points to suit the different purlin types:

When following the recommendations of the fastener 
manufacturers, please give particular regard to minimum 
purlin thickness and maximum roof pitch.

Traditional fasteners
In certain circumstances it may be preferable to use traditional 
fasteners such as hook bolts, crook bolts and drive screws. 
There are, however, additional health and safety implications 
to consider when using these fixings.

The fasteners are generally 8mm diameter for Profile 6 and are 
fixed through 10mm diameter pre-drilled holes in the sheet. 
For hook and crook bolts, the fixing should be positioned 4mm 
upslope from the back leg of the purlin. Drive screws should be 
located centrally on the purlin.

Profile 3 sheets are generally fixed using 6mm diameter 
fasteners and an 8mm diameter hole should be drilled through 
the sheet.

Notes: When fixing to timber purlins, BS 5268: Structural use of Timber, recommends that the 
minimum edge distance of the fixing should be five times the fixing diameter to avoid undue 
splitting of the timber.

Fasteners should be installed perpendicular to the plane of the roof.

With some types of insulated cladding, or where sealant has been used, sheet settlement can 
take place. It may be necessary to retighten the fixings after a suitable period.

FIXING
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Description
Profile 3 is easy to handle and is suitable for small structures 
in the agricultural, industrial and domestic sectors, such as 
garages, general purpose sheds and smaller buildings.

A comprehensive range of accessories is available. The sheets 
and accessories can be supplied in a wide range of colours 
(see page 45).

Dimensions
Standard lengths 1525, 2450, 3050mm

Approximate covering capacities for estimating purposes:

• (917mm purlin spacing, normal side lap, 150mm end lap) approx 1.27m2 of material  
 covers 1.0m2

• (917mm purlin spacing, normal side lap, 300mm end lap) approx 1.33m2 of material  
 covers 1.0m2

Technical data
Overall width 782mm

Net covering width 650.8mm

Thickness (nominal) 5.8mm

Minimum density 1400kg/m3

Pitch of corrugation (nominal) 72.3mm

Depth of profile 19.8mm

Type of product NT

Profile height category A

Class 1X

Side lap 131.2mm

Minimum end lap 150mm

Maximum purlin centres 925mm

Maximum rail centres 1225mm

Maximum unsupported overhang 250mm

Approx. weight of roofing as laid with 150mm end laps: 
single skin including fixings 14.5kg/m2

Minimum roof pitch 10°

 

PROFILE 3


